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The Catalyst sauce which challenges reformation of society!
A pride on our chest to our town Kitak yushu

Introduction

The 2009 Kitakyushu Junior Chamber (following Kitakyushu JC) is filled and overflowed with the dream and the hope to develop
campaign by six campaign policy following as the Catalyst challenging reformation of society to realize in the future.

1. Aimi ng at establis hment of the local identity
I think about area identity latent our town by surfacing when I can realize the strong community became independent which all citizens
realize our town to live in again , deepen confidence and a pride when "Kitakyushu is a splendid town" and participate in citizen-based
town planning actively. We dig up local resources of our town Kitakyushu and send it with a citizen positively and widely.

2. Developing campaign for the realization of the sustai nable society
We say that we develop our economic society of the existing generation without losing ability to satisfy the needs of the generation in the
future with this sustainable society. It is necessary for the subject to take action so that each citizen achieves responsibility to the future
for the realization.  All people that JC, citizens and administration and so on are joint strong to share the vector of the action for the
future and we will develop campaign laying the soil making a common use of it for will strong.

3. Create society bri ngi ng up a heart of future chi ldren
The modern society spreads over egoistic sense of values, and it leads to the society that went ruin where brutal crimes are frequent.
However, we adult has the responsibility producing these social problems and must never forget that you give big influence in children
carrying the future bringing up the character that a rich heart. As JAYCEE of the same generation with the parent having children, we will
show the persuasive back of adults for the children and letting you feel it from an action and existence as adult.  And as the important
first step, we think to stream down a moral called the heart of OMOIYARI lost as a modern Japanese for example, thank for ancient people,
preciousness of the life, and protect natural environment and so on.

4. Let's cha nge a given opportu nity into a cha nce
We think JC talks with members different in the occupation, the company scale,the age and the way of thinking about the future
definitely, and an opportunity bringing up oneself in what I challenge for a high aim daringly positively greatly expresses what is given
equally precisely. It is important thing to change the opportunity given by participating in actively greatly as a chance. It will cause a
change to a perfect chance to grow up as JAYCEE greatly.

5. Evolvi ng an orga nization for creation of new va l ue
Kitakyushu JC always piled up campaign with the area as a person of active voice of the change since the foundation of 1953 as Kokura
junior chamber. However, now as a leading figure of new society service, the NPO corporation was born a lot in the city and a new public
service corporation system was enforced entirely in 2008 and it is time when the significance of existence of JC was asked.
For the nonprofit foundation case acquisition, it is trusted by the community while succeeding to the campaign that has been inherited
from mind of the creation and will evolve it to the organization where I can create new value persistently.

6. Pla nni ng bri ng up the talent with the international field of vision
Kitakyushu JC make use of this network and must not forget what you hide the Asian countries which are a neighbour in that can develop
nongovernmental diplomacy. I participated in the 20th anniversary sister conclusion memory business with Incheon Pupyong JC in 2008,
and when it was proof of "the friendship" that continued without fading, I was strong and was able to be convinced of the history of the
interchange, in addition, I have been accompanied by an IFP child exchange business with Taipei JC which my child participated in a
situation of father, and each other trusted it, and piled it up even if the times changed how. And we interchange for positive construction
concerned with overseas sisters JC and respect each other's history, tradition, culture and learn a way of thinking of the symbiosis by
praising it and will plan upbringing of the talented person with the field of vision of international.

Conclusion
Nobody can easily stop a turn of situation to surround ourselves. However, we can have one thing, it is that we move by ourselves and it is
to lead to the action around people as Catalyst. If I change by myself, a organization of changes, and if an organization changes, and area
changes, and also if an area changes, a society changes.  Now, let's promote our campaign so that all citizens are filled and overflowed
with confidence and a pride as a catalyst which we go and raise the change for the future.

To create the bright future of this town which has been inherited ceaselessly by ancient people.
It is Kitakyushu that all citizens are filled and overflowed with confidence and pride.
It is catalyst which challenges reformation of society to a pride on a chest to our town Kitakyushu!!




